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"The sell-out critical hit of sex, death and superpowers by MontyNero and Mike Dowling gets a deluxe
collected edition!

What would you do with superpowers - and six months to live?

That's the dilemma facing three people who've contracted the G+ Virus, an infectious agent that gives you
incredible superpowers - before killing you!

What will struggling graphic designer Verity, failing indie guitarist Weasel and roguish media personality
Monty do in the time that remains? Fade away - or go out in a blaze of glory?

And if they choose to kick back... will there be anything left of the world when they're through?

From the streets of London to the North Atlantic, from intimate betrayals to the death of thousands, from
muses lost and futures thrown away to the fall of society - Death Sentence is the jaw-dropping next step in
superpowered storytelling!

Funny, fearless and frightening, packed with shocks, dialogue you can't stop quoting, and the character finds
of a generation - don't miss this unforgettable comics debut!

The collection comes with 26-pages of exclusive commentary by the creators.

""A brilliantly original concept."" - Newsarama

""A striking new voice in the superhero genre.""
- Comic Book Resources

""A smart, raw and relevant spin on the superhero genre.""
- MTV Geek

""Like only the best parts of Watchmen-a social analysis that exceeds the medium of comics, easily the equal
of Dostoyevsky or Dickens"" - PopMatters

"It's the AIDS epidemic as an X-Men book ... and it's brilliant." - Comic Bastards

""Nasty, dirty and oh-so-wonderfully-wrong - and a hell of a lot of fun."" - Comics Bulletin

""As over-the-edgy as it gets. This is the stuff I want!"
- Broken Frontier

""Rating: 5/5 - Highly original with great dialogue, I can't wait to see what happens next!""
- Comic Spectrum
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From reader reviews:

Bessie Barrett:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have much more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to
take a walk, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or even read a book eligible Death
Sentence? Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time with
the favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have additional
opinion?

Betty Richey:

This Death Sentence book is simply not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you obtain by reading this book will be information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will get
facts which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. That Death Sentence without we
comprehend teach the one who studying it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't possibly be
worry Death Sentence can bring if you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' become full
because you can have it in the lovely laptop even cellphone. This Death Sentence having fine arrangement in
word and layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Jeffrey Martinez:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be update about what going on or facts even knowledge
to make these keep up with the era and that is always change and make progress. Some of you maybe can
update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to you actually
is you don't know which you should start with. This Death Sentence is our recommendation to help you keep
up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and need in this era.

Joan Toon:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Attempt to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its cover may doesn't work
this is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside appear
likes. Maybe you answer might be Death Sentence why because the great cover that make you consider
concerning the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content will be fantastic as the outside as
well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.
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